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West Palm Beach, Florida based AC Insurance Services recently announced that they are now 
offering free checkups to determine if clients have adequate insurance for their boat. The insurance 
agency states that many consumers who own boats and other personal watercraft are not aware that 
they are not carrying enough insurance.

"Things happen," says Pete Steiner with the insurance agency. "When things do happen, you want to 
be sure that you have enough insurance to cover your costs. If you wreck your boat or a catastrophe 
hits on the water, you want to know that your insurance will cover you for the cost of repairs."

Steiner says that many with boat insurance do not realize that not all policies are the same. He states 
that some boat owners choose a policy and then do not upgrade that policy when they upgrade their 
watercraft. Because of this, the agency points out that it is imperative that boat owners have an 
analysis done on their boat insurance to be certain that they are carrying the proper amounts and to 
check premiums and cost.

http://myacis.com/
http://myacis.com/marine/boat-insurance/


"You want to know that you're covered," says Steiner. "But, also you want to know that you are not 
paying too much for that insurance coverage. We can help you to determine if you have adequate 
coverage and make sure that it is not costing you more than it should."

AC Insurance Services offers specialized boat coverage and coverage for other personal watercraft 
such as jet skis. Steiner states that they offer a number of options for specialized coverage including 
on-water towing, total loss replacement, and roadside assistance, among others. The agency states 
that boat insurance is just as important as automobile insurance and says that they can provide 
coverage for a number of vessels including pontoon and sailboats, house boats, and others. The 
agency offers boat and auto insurance coverage throughout South Florida and offers free quotes to 
new customers via their online quote form.

Those looking for more information or who would like to schedule a free boat insurance checkup with 
the agency can learn more on their official website at http://myacis.com/marine/.
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